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Living Systems Study Guide
VOCABULARY

Cycle – a repeated pattern
Sequence – a series of events which occur in a natural order
Rotation – spinning on an axis
Revolution – an orbit around another object

CONCEPTS
Day and Night 
• The sequence of day and night is caused by the rotation of the Earth.

- One complete rotation= 24 hours (one day)
- The part of the Earth facing the sun has daylight and the part of the Earth away from the sun has night.

Seasons
• The sequence of changing seasons is caused by the tilt of the Earth as it revolves around the sun.

-  One complete revolution around the sun takes about 365 ¼ days (one year)
-  The part of the Earth that is tilted towards the sun has summer because the sun’s rays are more direct. 
-  The part of the Earth that is tilted away from the sun has winter.
-  The northern hemisphere has summer while the southern hemisphere has winter.   
-  Australia has winter when we have summer!
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The Earth is
tilted on its axis.
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PHASES OF THE MOON

• The cycle of phases of the moon occurs as the moon makes one revolution around the Earth.  
The shapes we see follow a pattern.

- One complete revolution around the Earth takes about one month.

LIFE CYCLES
• Animals and plants undergo life cycles. During these cycle, the organisms go through changes.

Frogs lay eggs which hatch into tadpoles. The tadpoles have gills to
breathe underwater. As they get bigger, they grow legs, lose their tails,
and form lungs. Eventually they mature into adult frogs that can breathe
and eat on land. The cycle begins again when the frogs lay eggs.

TIDES
• Tides follow a pattern of two high tides and two
low tides each day. The pattern is mostly caused by
the gravitational attraction between the Earth and
moon.

Butterflies lay eggs which hatch into caterpillars.
The caterpillars are the larva stage. They eat and
grow bigger. They form a chrysalis, which is the
pupa stage. Inside the chrysalis they change 
into an adult butterfly. They break out of 
the chrysalis and begin a new cycle 
by laying eggs.

Plants begin as seeds. They sprout in soil
after they have been watered. They form

roots, a stem, and leaves. As they
mature, they form flowers. These
flowers form seeds and the cycle
begins again.
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